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How might we intentionally situate 
creativity as core to the vision of a 
uniquely NL Innovation Centre?

The Design Thinking: Collaboration for 
Innovation project seeks to demonstrate 
the impact of bringing together members 
of the creative, private and public sectors 
to solve problems together, and the value 
of design thinking, a methodology rooted 
in the creative/design process, as an 
important set of tools that can harness 
this creative capacity.

This Virtual Design Lab, which took place 
over six sessions between May 25 and 
June 10, 2021 brought together fifteen 
members of the community to examine 
the following challenge statement:
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Participants included:

Paul Antle, Economic Development Manager, ACOA

Katie Baird, Art Director, Waterwerks Agency

Randy Billard, President and CEO, Virtual Marine

Lesley Chard, Lead Production Experience Designer, 
 Clockwork Fox

Carol Ann Gilliard, Director, Tourism Product Development, 
 Government of NL

Kieran Hanley, Executive Director, NEIA

Karla Hayward, Manager, Tech Talent, TechNL

Amy Henderson, Executive Director, Business and Arts NL

Amy House, Business Manager, NLDGC

Cole Inkpen, Co-Founder, Orogen Data, SEM Ltd

Dave Lank, writer, content creator

Julie Lewis, visual/graphic artist, owner, SassyTuna Studio

Theresa Rahal, Strategic Directions Inc. 

Matt Rumbolt, Marketing Communications Coordinator, NEIA

George Tamakloe, Software Engineer, Dockridge Digital Inc.
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with links to spreadsheets that outline the ideas, suggestions and 
insights that were harvested over the 14 hours we worked together, as 
well as some early indicators as to what our next steps might be. Much 
of our collaborative work was done using Miro, an online platform that 
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Defining the  
Artistic Mindset

Day  
One

 > Connected to/sense of community

 > Adventurous, daring, willing to take risks, fearless,  
“willing to try things with the possibility of massive failure”

 > Can connect disparate ideas

 > Intuitive

 > Resourceful, adaptive, nimble, versatile in poor conditions

 > Open, open to ideas, curiosity

What are the unique characteristics of a creative/artistic mindset that can be used 
to enhance the creativity and innovative capacity of NL?

Our top picks:
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Next Step: Innovation Centre anchor organizations can look at this and 
see if there’s anyone in the creative sector who they might consider reach-
ing out to. Business and Arts NL can help broker these connections.

Next Step: This is a great environment scan that reflects some of the 
potential pitfalls/barriers to success for the Innovation Centre in the eyes of 
a widely multifaceted group of community members. 

Mapping Character 
Relationships cter

Day  
Two

To better understand the value exchanges (give and take), and interplay between the 
characters. This also helps build empathy, identify any gaps in your research planning, 
and begin to build the frame for your narrative arc. Groups collected these potential 
stakeholders and community supporters, mapped potential relationships and started 
to dig into what these dynamics could look like, what relationships might require 
more care, and where more research was needed to understand the ecosystem.

Here’s who might be involved in the Innovation Centre’s story, according to the 
Virtual Design Lab participants.

The Landscape Looking across the horizon to identify things we have ZERO control over that might 
impact the design challenge and the narrative of our story. These are things we 
will have to manoeuvrer or design around. This exercise sparked big conversations 
around the value of the initiative to different people and groups, and helped us make 
sure we were continuing to live in an imperfect world, rather than simply blue-skying 
creative solutions. 

Here are some potential considerations that arose through this exercise.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sKyO7PkTUzD3q6HHNnpfeBs0KkUNS4nPlkVCGPz1KYg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1YTjoCItWFHUtwYxVu7uNDZ8vSfvXhFVk9vTCoYbqYNc/edit?usp=sharing
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Day  
Two
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Research  
Sensemaking

Day  
Three

Each group was tasked with interviewing three to five people in the week between 
session two and session three. The people we spoke to included a mix of artists, 
entrepreneurs, and funders. We wish to extend our thanks to the community 
members who shared their time and thoughts with us!
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Research  
Sensemaking

Day  
Three

The main component to this qualitative research is empathy. It allows us to better 
understand and gain a deeper understanding into the experience of those charac-
ters/stakeholders whose actions or role might impact the Design Challenge. This is 
where we need to really “lean-in” in order to be curious, listen carefully, and feel with 
what they feel to better understand their situation — their pains, desires, and wisdom.

We used this research to:

 > Gain a deeper understanding of stakeholder relationships/experiences, by looking 
for characteristics, desires, and emotions that personify the central character.

 > Gain a deeper understanding of the reality or context in which the characters 
currently exist and must operate within.

 > Broaden our perspective.

 > Uncover any hidden or unconscious beliefs, patterns, or habits that will impact the 
success of the challenge.

We then mapped out some central characters, and tried to get an understanding of 
their unique perspectives.

Here’s what we pulled out.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1X5517-GigMxWKNM5zAFCm1rt80QftGz_i2E8p7XNm0I/edit?usp=sharing
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Leap from 
Observation  
to Insight io

Day  
Three

We then clustered our research observations into like themes, identified a key  
observation, asked why? “at least five times” to drill down to uncover key insights.

Our key insights:

 > Space and quiet innate to NL is key ingredient to innovation

 > Must encourage innovators to recognize that creativity is in our NL DNA, help 
them see and nurture that

 > We believe in the potential of our community and want to foster its future

 > Make the Innovation Centre inclusive for all of NL, not just St. John’s

 > Need to be a conduit to encourage growth potential, openness and confidence 
because collision and change are uncomfortable

 > Need to foster a mindset in the community that recognizes all voices are 
important, and that arts bring a value that may not be immediately quantifiable

 > No clear pathway to make connections between arts and business

 > No clear visibility on ownership or plans re: IC

 > Value proposition needed for buy-in
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Ideation

Day  
Three

The groups were invited to write down every bold, outlandish idea they could come 
up with.

Check out the 152 ideas that came out of this session. They have been categorized 
after the fact (concepts, governance, leadership, programming, architecture, food 
and drink, funky twists, pan-provincial ideas, immigration etc.) to make them easier 
to sort through.

Next Step: team from Business and Arts NL, NEIA, TechNL to comb through 
these ideas and identify community-building work that could be started 
independently of the Innovation Centre, ideas that might be incorporated 
into a first phase, and ideas we’d like to consider for long-term planning.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1i6Pw0U8OExoan8LF77ghDegPOcjZA5EKucgvWxuhl7k/edit?usp=sharing
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Day  
Four

1. In order to make sure that our ideas weren’t too safe, too centered in the possible, 
or too tied to our own perspective, we invited a guest speaker in to help push 
us beyond where we had been thinking. David Maggs, a writer, musician, and 
Metcalf Innovation Fellow, originally from Corner Brook, joined us from BC and 
shared some findings from his recent publication, Art and the World After This. 
This research, conducted throughout the pandemic, looks at the unique potential 
of the art-society relationship to be transformative in a post-Covid world, and he 
urged us to look for the “art-shaped holes” in our problems in a new way.  
 
This did as expected, and provided a shift in our perspectives which allowed us to 
think even bigger about the ways we could situate creativity as core to the vision 
of a uniquely NL Innovation Centre.

2. Re-thinking, wrong-thinking and slaying dragons. In preparation for our final day, 
where groups were challenged to present a “story” featuring a central character 
and their experience related to an imaginary Innovation Centre in the future, we 
began to work through our central “Wow” ideas, what the barriers (“dragons”) 
might be.

Going Wide, Again

https://metcalffoundation.com/publication/art-and-the-world-after-this/
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Day  
Five/Six

Each group works to craft a unique story that shares a vision of the Innovation 
Centre as tied to the unique place that is Newfoundland and Labrador, that draws on 
our creative strengths, and that invites collaboration and values creativity. The final 
step in the process was to share our stories with an audience and engender conver-
sation around the potential of this project.

Our audience on Day Six included Cathy Bennett, Jillian Keiley, The Honourable 
Seamus O’Regan, and Paul Preston.

The three groups presented vastly different ideas. 

The first was a metaphorical story of an “innovation forest” with a tree as the cen-
tral character, that unfolded in a piece of art in real time in front of our eyes. In this 
story, we heard about the fertile soil needed to support growth, the collaboration of 
plants in an ecosystem that feed, protect, and support each other, hazards, including 
weather, rocks, storms (economic, policy-based and other), the importance of deep 
roots in a community in order to stand strong and protect other “seedlings” so that 
they can grow, and the alive and ever-changing nature of a forest/community/innov-
ation ecosystem. 

The second was “Katie’s Journey, a story in seven short acts”, that featured a 
young entrepreneur’s experience in the Innovation Centre of the future, a com-
munity of visiting entrepreneurs and artists-in-residence, and local stakeholders, 
working together in a community built in a decommissioned oil rig. Weekly “Idea 
Kitchen” sessions, access to artists with whom to brainstorm and gain new per-
spectives, encouragement to hike the nearby trails in search of time and space to 
be inspired, and opportunities to spark up a conversation with entrepreneurs from 
abroad lead to Katie’s success as an entrepreneur and her ability to move home to 
Newfoundland permanently. 

The third envisioned a bold artistic commission as central to the success of the 
Innovation Centre. A series of artworks using Augmented Reality to transform land-
scapes are situated across the province, and also have a home viewing station at 
the Innovation Centre. These works allow people across the province to experience 
our breathtaking vistas in real time, and then experience a transformed vision of 
the same vista through the magic of artistry and technology. This series of ground-
breaking commissions not only situates the Innovation Centre as a creative hub, but 
connects people in all regions of the province, and acts as a beacon that entices 
entrepreneurs and travellers from across the globe to discover our province, and the 
creativity alchemy that awaits here, for themselves.

The Stories  
Take Shape

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1URYKM995sTdkM3TZ8Cz8ejsNvJbv16LBQESgZCFBGas/edit?usp=sharing
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Day  
Five/Six

The conversation that ensued was enthusiastic, optimistic, and committed. Here are 
some of the comments and ideas that came out of it:

 > An understanding that what we were doing, as a multidisciplinary team of 
creatives and entrepreneurs, was a microcosm of the type of collision and 
problem solving that could happen at the Innovation Centre. 

 > A fear that these ideas are too big, too visionary, and that nothing will come of 
them, and an urging to take action, even if in small steps. 

 > An urgent call to do more to foster connections and networks among these 
communities.

 > Art can feel inaccessible – a desire to foster artworks that are relatable, present, 
and available to everyone. 

 > Excitement – “our culture and our environment are the draw when coming to NL…
now let’s add massive opportunity”

 > Rich learning experiences come from having access to/relationships with people 
“outside your clique” – creating a community that equally welcomes different 
skills, perspectives, and objectives is important – don’t want to create a clique of 
tech entrepreneurs only. 

 > Messy is good! As we saw on day one, one strength that artists possess is a 
healthy tolerance for failure – much better to do something and have it be a bit 
messy than to avoid doing it at all. 

 > How can we create a place where people bump into each other? What are the 
salons, hockey boxes, golf courses of an inclusive and diverse future? 

 > How can we encourage a “return on collision” as a KPI for the Innovation Centre?

 > We are “universalising creativity” – how can we do more?

 > We have here a team of community members who are invested in the success of 
the centre and its potential to be a transformative place. 

 > This is a  passionate group of people who see the potential of creativity and art as 
an important and exciting ingredient in innovation. 

Feedback



Thank You!

Interested in learning more? 

Emera Innovation Exchange
100 Signal Hill Rd B2003F
St. John's, NL A1A 1B3

709 745 1611

www.businessandartsnl.com
info@businessandartsnl.com

https://businessandartsnl.com/
mailto:info%40businessandartsnl.com?subject=

